PHANTOM FIREWORKS (a division of TOYLAND COMPANY)
323 West 6th Ave., Vancouver, B. C. V5Y 1L1

Ph #: 604-876-5432

Fx #: 604-876-8697

E-mail: sales@toylandcompany.com 1-800-668-6388

2016 DESCRIPTION SHEET (Halloween) - Sep 9, 2016
ITEM
NO.

NAME

DETAILS

ITEM
NO.

FAMILY ASSORTMENTS

NAME

FAMILY ASSORTMENTS (con't)

020 Domino

$31.50. An assortment of
candles, spinners, comets,
fountains, florals & air bombs.

088 Devil's Own

028 Right Choice

$46.50. An assortment of
roman candles, spinners,
comets, fountains and florals.

095

040 T.N.T. Box

$58.00. A fireworks
assortment box.

096 Vulcan Party Box

048 Slap Shot Box

$70.00. A fireworks
assortment box.

150 Monster Box

050 Phoenix Box

$55.00. An assortment of
roman candle, mine, fountain,
shell, sparklers and bang.

051 Cherry Bomb Box
052 Apocalypse
053 Continuum

054

Warlock

$64.00. A classic mediumsized fireworks assortment
box.
$60.00. Assortment box. 23
items. 89 shots.
$80.00. Assortment box. 11
items. 118 shots.
$100.00. Assortment box. 17
items. 118 shots.

066 Super Boomer Box.

$93.00. A fireworks
assortment box.

075 Time Warp

$130.00. Assortment box. 19
items. 189 shots.

085 Rock On Canada

$160.00. Assortment box. 23
items. 231 shots.

DETAILS

Mystical Ammo
Crate

$300.00. Assortment box. 52
items. 422 shots.
$675.00. An enormous
assortment of fireworks in a
wooden ammo crate.
$220.00 Assortment made
up of roman candles,
spinners, comets, fountains
and florals.
$160.00. A fireworks
assortment box.

ROMAN CANDLES

102

10 Ball Vulcan
Roman Candle

$2.00. Shoots at 60' 10 multi
colored stars.

12 Ball Vulcan
Roman Candle
13 Ball Roman
116
Candle.

$2.50. Shoots at 60' 12 multi
coloured stars.
$2.90. Shoots at 60' 13 multicoloured stars.

117 Dirty 30's Candles

$10.00. Each bag contains 2
x red/green/crackle candles,
2 blue candles, 2 yellow
candles. Total 30 shots.

103

$12.00. Each bag contains 2
x white lightning 10 ball
The Dazzlers
candles, 2 x fireflyer 12 ball
118
Candles
candles, 2 x cosmic crimson
15 ball candles. Total 74
shots.
$14.00. Each bag contains 2
x crazy crackle 10 ball
candles, 2 x crazy blue 10
119 Crazy 60's Candles
ball candles, 2 x crazy green
10 ball candles. Total 60
shots.
Silver Cascade
$5.80. 8 large silver comets
156
Candle
to 25 meters.
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BARRAGES (con't)

BIG BANG ON SPIKE
$2.65. Silver whistling tail to
loud bang at 15 meters.

104 Whistle Bomb

DETAILS

217

50 Shot Samurai
Warrior

$17.50. Shoots at 50' 50
blue & yellow stars.

106 Air Bomb

$1.60. Shoots at 60' a very
LOUD detonation.

221 Diablo

$42.00. Shoots to 20 meters 56
tracers that explode into
CRACKLING, multi-colored and
white strobing bursts. Canada's
LARGEST barrage!

115 Cherry Bomb

$1.85. Shoots at 15m a loud
detonation firework on plastic
spike with titanium burst.

Gattling Gun
231
Barrage

$41.75. 56 shots multicolour
crackling glitter tracers that
end with colourful exploding
starbursts.

120 Atom Bomb 4-Pack

$8.00. A VERY LOUD aerial
detonation. Shoots a shell to a
height of 20 m. 4 pcs/box.

175 Colt 45 Barrage

$9.00. 9 shots of golden comet
& 1 shot report. 9 shots of silver
comet & 1 shot report. 9 shots
of crackle comet & 1 shot
report.

BARRAGES

170 Fantasmic Barrage

$7.00. 36 alternating red &
green shots.

171 Wicked Barrage

$8.00. 48 shots of alternating
red, green, yellow and crackle
stars.

$34.00. 13 shots of red, green,
orange, pink, purple, yellow,
179 Afterburner Barrage stars, 1 shot whistle & 1 shot
report. Total 105 shots in a
jumbo sized barrage!

CAKES

189 Twister

$84.75 49 fanned shots of
silver crackling to bursts of
red, blue, yellow, purple,
green, white strobes & loud
silver crackling stars.

172 Krptonite Barrage

$9.00. 24 deep emerald green
shots.

191 Voodoo

$46.50. 25 shots of red tails to
red peony, green tails to green
peony, blue tails to blue peony,
lemon tails to lemon peony,
purple tails to purple peony,
very loud and colurful!

173 Sonic Barrage

$9.00. 7 shots of yellow comet &
1 shot whistle, 7 shots of green
comet & 1 shot whistle, 7 shots of
crackle comet & 1 shot whistle!

262 Meteor Shower

$12.75. Shoots 36
CRACKLING comets to 15
meters.

292 Kraken

$75.50. 7 shots of bright red go
getters followed by multicolored
& crackling stars. A barrage of
hummers & color peonies,
multicolor mine burst & a
whistling comet to a LOUD
REPORT!

Cosmic Demon
174
Barrage

$9.00. 32 shots of alternating
red, green, blue, & silver
sparks.
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CAKES (con't)

400 Wildcat Cake

401 Fire & Ice Cake

402 The General Cake

403

Champagne Burst
Cake

404 Nano Gyro Cake

$20.00. Crackle mines w/red,
green, yellow & blue tracers
bursting to red, green, yellow &
silver wave & crackle stars. 12
shots & approx. 18 seconds.
$27.00. Blue, green, red &
crackle tracers bursting to red &
blue stars, time rain & crackle
willows. 15 shots & approx. 30
seconds.

$27.00. Red, green & crackle
stars. 36 shots.
$27.00. Quick, powerful rockets
break to big flowers & gaudy
crackle just like watchng big
champagne bubbles shooting into
the sky. 19 shots, approx. 20
seconds.
$30.00. Simultaneous &
sequential silver whirl, whistle,
blue tracer to burst of blue &
crackle and red tracer to burst of
red & crackle. 27 shots.

405 Tectonic Cake

$33.00. Super bright crackling
fiery crackling comets with
burning tails colored fiery orange,
lemon yellow & aqua-blue. 19
shots.

406 Vixen Cake

$33.00. 2 tiers of high-flying
mines & stars & a stormy finish of
huge crackle flowers. Purple,
gold, silver, green. 20 shots,
approx. 33 seconds.

407 Chinook Cake

408 Heat Seeker Cake

409 Deja Bleu Cake

$33.00. Gold tracers to burst of
gold willow & red glitter, gold
tracer to burst of gold willow,
white glitter, red glitter then
simultaneous gold tracers to gold
willow & crackle. 19 shots.
$38.00. Brocade crown mines,
red glitter comet, silver glitter
comet, gold glitter comet, crackle
comet, crackle tracer to burst of
crackle chrysanthemum stars!
Total 21 shots.
$38.00. Red, silver, green, yellow
& blue tracers bursting to gold,
white, green & time rain glitter &
aqua-blue stars. 25 shots, 7
colors, approx. 40 seconds.

DETAILS
CAKES (con't)

410 Torment Cake

$40.00. Red, silver, green,
yellow & blue tracers bursting to
gold, white, green & time rain
glitter & aqua-blue stars. 25
shots.

411 Baby Gyro Cake

$40.00. Whirls, whistles,
crackle, flowers, fish & silver,
red & green stars. 47 shots,
approx. 42 seconds.

412 Frenzy Cake

$40.00. Red, blue & green
tracers bursting to red, blue &
purple stars & gold, silver,
green & red fish. 25 shots.

413 Shark Bait Cake

$43.00. Mines, comets, fish &
stars in 9 colors with a 5-shot
finale of orange & yellow
crackle comets. 25 shots, 9
colors, approx. 40 seconds.

414 Electric Lady Cake

$45.00. Crackle tracer to burst
of green & purple stars, then
simulaneous crackle tracer to
burst of purple stars & silver
fish. 25 shots.

415 Centurion Cake

$45.00. Crackle to red comet,
red tracer to burst of red &
crackle stars, crackle to green
comet, green tracer to burst of
red & silver glitter stars, crackle
to blue comet to crackle stars.

$50.00. Alternating blue tracer
to burst of red & time rain stars,
green tracer to burst of blue &
Blaze Of Glory
time rain stars, then
416
Cake
simultaneous crackle tracer to
burst of crackle willow stars. 30
shots.
$57.00. Random sequential
crackle tracer to burst of red &
blue stars; purple & silver stars;
417 Perfect Storm Cake
blue & yellow stars; blue &
silver fish, crackle stars & silver
fish. 30 shots.

418 Solstice Cake

$57.00. Whirls, twirls, whistles,
crackle flowers, fish, stars silver, red & green.

$57.00. Random sequential
silver to crackle comet, red to
crackle comet, crackle tracer to
Power Play Fanned
burst of red & blue stars; purple
419
Cake
stars & silver fish to
simultaneous crackle
comet+whistle. 49 shots.
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420 Jail Break Cake

$60.00. Random sequential
crackle tracer to burst of red &
crackle stars, crackle tracer to
burst of blue & silver fish, green
stars & crackle stars, crackle
tracer to burst of yellow. 56 shots.

421 Surge Cake

$65.00. Crackle tracers bursting
to red & blue stars, finishing with
blue stars & silver fish.

$70.00. Alternating fanned rows
of blue, silver & crackle comets
422 The Rezonator Cake with a powerful crackle finale!
100 shots.

423 Rodeo Drive Cake

$75.00. Random sequential silver
to crackle comet, red to cracket
comet, crackle tracer to burst of
yellow, red to yellow stars & silver
fish to simultaneous crackle
comet & whistle. 72 shots.

$29.00. 15 shots of red, green &
purple tails to red, green & purple
glitter stars.
$32.50. 19 shots of gold tail
425 Royal Brocade Cake bursts to brocade crown to red,
green & blue.

424 Hell Gate Cake

426 Lock Down Cake

$33.75. 25 shots of red, green tail
bursts to pink, lemon & blue with
crackling.
$33.75. 20 shots of crackling tail

427 Whiskey Tango Cake bursts into blue, red, green,

428 Hard Core Cake

yellow & multicolor crackling.
$43.00. 25 shots of blue tail
bursts to blue, red & blue, blue
with brocade crown & blue with
time rain.

DETAILS
CAKES (con't)

433

Planet Smackdown $79.00. 100 shots of green
shining tails.
Cake

FOUNTAINS

301 Carmel Fountain

$1.75. Emits either 4 color
fountain/silver fountain or
green fountain.

304 #3 Cone Fountain

$4.00. Volcanic eruption of
colorful sparks.

318

Flower Pots - 3
pack

327 Jubilee Fountain

$4.75. 3 pack of assorted
colorful fountains.
$27.00. Four fountains of
multi-coloured and crackling
stars.

$21.00. A mesmerizing display
of colourful jumping beans that
Mexican Jump'
will magically bounce around
328
along with a combination of
Beans
purple blue and a loud silvery
crackle!
$2.00. 4 3/4" green-gold
331 Superstar Fountain fountain with plastic base. 6
pcs/box.

332

Silver Rain
Fountain

$1.00. A 3" fountain of silver
spark. 30 pcs/box.

429 Snapshot Cake

$50.00. 5 shots whistle tail burst
to peony with strobing stars; 5
shots whistle tail burst to purle &
green peony. 5 shots whistle tail
burst to crackling stars.

333 Tornado Fountain

$3.00. 6" fountain on a 1.75"
plastic base that emits a
shower of red, green & blue
sparks with crackle. 6 pcs/box.

430 Bad Attitude Cake

$51.00. 36 shots of glittering &
crackling chrysanthemums.

334

Mt. Vesuvius
Volcano Cone

$5.00. A gorgeous cone shaped
silver fountain. 4 pcs/box.

335

Sky Flower
Fountain

$5.00. 7 3/4" red-green-silver
fountain with a long duration. 4
pcs/box.

336

Mt. Etna Cone
Fountain

$6.00. 10" silver-white cone
shaped fountain.

$51.00. 25 shots of red tails burst
to gold & turn into noisy shining
chrysanthemums!
$53.50. 35 shots of red, green,
Act Of Valour Fanned
blue & crackling tail bursts into
432
Cake
timed rain.

431 Menace Cake
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NO.
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DETAILS
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NO.

$4.00. Red tracer to bursting
purple & green star.

601 Emerald Fire Comet

$4.00. Green mine.

602 Green Fish Comet

$4.00. Green tracer to purple
star & green fish.

603

Krackle Popper
Comet

$4.00. Crackle tracer to
bursting crackle willow.

604 Sky Dancer Comet

$4.00. Red tracer to bursting
gold glitter & sea blue star.

611 Gold Fish

$7.00. Burst of green stars
with flying gold fish at 25m.

612 Snapping Dragon

$7.00. Burst of green &
crackling stars at 25m.

614 Silver Sharpnel

638 Dragon Spit Comet

639 Demolition Comet

640

Bird Of Paradise
Mortar

641 Rainmaker Mortar

643 Mortar attack

664 Sapphire Knight

$7.00. Burst of silver
CRACKLING stars with
hundreds of silver flying fish at
20 meters.
$5.00. A silver comet on a 6
3/4" tube with a 2" base that
spits a bushy-tailed superbright comet high and hard!
$6.00. A brilliant eruption of
silver stars from a 8.5" tube
on a 3" base that shoots 60'
high.
$10.00. Giant peony burst
peach-red & sea blue & lemon
yellow. 3 colors. The highest
flying firework there is.
$10.00. Giant green wave
burst with gold glitter finish.
The highest flying firework
there is.
$55.00. Each pack contains 1
each of these 6 mines: Tiger
Tail, Rby Rox, Moulin Rouge,
Crackling Fire, Bright Night,
Gold Wave. Window box.
These are the highest flying
fireworks there are!
$14.00. Large blue & green
floral burst at 25 meters.

DETAILS

NOVELTIES, ETC

MINES AND SHELLS
600 Bursting Glory Comet

NAME

121 Screaming Meany

$4.00. 4.5" with hanshee
squeal. 6 pcs/box.

$2.10. Spins on the ground
Tasmanian Devil-6
714
while emitting a shower of
Pack
sparks.
Jumping Jacks-6
$3.50. 3 color changes while
715
Pack
spinning & sparking.
$2.75. Shoots a loud
717 Shotgun Shell
crackling burst with
FIRECRACKERS!
$5.50. 5" 3 whistles to report
3 Stage Sky Rocket
723
pencil shaped mini rockets.
w/Report
12 pcs/box.
$1.50. Green-red-yellow
725 Sun Shower Wheel
pinwheel. Very bright!
$6.50. Spin on ground with
Firecrackers
red & green sparks then
726
Ground Spinners
shoots out crackles.

727 Not Bottle Rockets

$4.00. Small whistles to
report.

$4.00. A gold flare followed
732 Hummer-oo-5/pack by a LOUD whistle. Each
bag contains 5 pieces.

SPARKLERS

867

14" Sparklers - 8
pcs

870 24" Sparklers

891

10" Sparklers - 8
pcs

$2.60. Approx. combined
burning time is 360 seconds.
$6.40. Approx. combined
burning time is 15 minutes.
8 24" sparklers in a
cardboard sleeve.

$1.40. Approx. combined
burning time is 240 seconds.

